Food Dignity® Founder, Clancy Harrison, has been on the ground fighting hunger as a volunteer, food pantry president, and advocate for over twenty seven years. During her time, she noticed a consistent problem. Her local food bank purchased over 40,000 pounds of end-of-life produce each week. By the time the produce arrived at the food pantry, it was often rotten, slimy, or moldy. If the food was safe for human consumption, which sadly was not always the case, food pantry clients were forced to consume it within a day before it was rotten.

Clancy asked, “Why are we getting moldy corn from Mexico when our local farmers grow it?” This led to a bigger question — “Why are millions of federal and state agricultural dollars running through the charitable food system and not going directly to local and regional food systems?”

At Food Dignity®, we believe in the importance of connecting small farmers directly to people who need their food the most. We know that if produce sits in warehouses, it is not on someone's plate and it will spoil. We also know that if we do not support our local farmers, we will lose their critical link to our land and our local economy.

Creating Food Equity Solutions Together.

THE FOOD DIGNITY® PLATFORM

- 250+ national keynote speaking engagements
- 116K+ reach of the TEDx Talk: The Shocking Truth About Food Insecurity
- 25K+ downloads of the Food Dignity® Podcast
- Facebook: 70K+ reached
- Twitter: 30K+ reached
- Instagram: 15K+ reached
- 20+ partnering organizations and growing
- 24+ farmers and growing
- 10+ national leaders in the Food Truth Collaborative
- Peer-reviewed education advancing food equity in the Food Dignity® Institute

WHY CHOOSE US?
The Food Dignity® Movement pioneers ideas to create food equity that are aligned with the United Nations Sustainability Goals. The Food Dignity® team specializes in developing simple solutions that are scalable, replicable, and adaptable to address complex food access challenges.

OUR STORY
Food Dignity® Founder, Clancy Harrison, has been on the ground fighting hunger as a volunteer, food pantry president, and advocate for over twenty seven years. During her time, she noticed a consistent problem. Her local food bank purchased over 40,000 pounds of end-of-life produce each week. By the time the produce arrived at the food pantry, it was often rotten, slimy, or moldy. If the food was safe for human consumption, which sadly was not always the case, food pantry clients were forced to consume it within a day before it was rotten.

Clancy asked, “Why are we getting moldy corn from Mexico when our local farmers grow it?” This led to a bigger question — “Why are millions of federal and state agricultural dollars running through the charitable food system and not going directly to local and regional food systems?”

OUR VISION
At Food Dignity®, we believe in the importance of connecting small farmers directly to people who need their food the most. We know that if produce sits in warehouses, it is not on someone's plate and it will spoil. We also know that if we do not support our local farmers, we will lose their critical link to our land and our local economy.
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